Restorative Poses for Uncertain Times:
For finding peace in the transition between one phase of life and the next
Try to remain for a few minutes depending on the time you have available to you, see the timings
given as a guideline rather than a goal. Don’t be in a hurry, remember this is your time to slow
down and connect to yourself - do only as many poses as you have time for it is better to spend
more time in one or two rather than rush through six
Props: If you have a bolster, yoga blocks, a blanket and a yoga strap that is great, but you can
easily improvise with Rolled blankets or towels for the bolster, a pile of books or magazines for
blocks and a dressing gown belt, necktie or scarf for the strap.
***********************************
Supported Savasana: To refresh you. Try to stay for three to five minutes, increasing the time as
you are able
How:
Place the bolster directly behind you, in contact with
your tailbone, ensure it is in a straight line, so your
spine is centred as you lay over it. Have one or two
blankets or towels folded at the other end to support
your head and neck, your forehead should be slightly
higher than your chin. If you have an eyebag or soft
cloth place it over your eyes.
Relax your arms on the floor, allow the palms to face
up to the ceiling and be soft. Relax the legs and feet completely. If you feel any strain on the back
first lift the buttocks gently from the floor then place them back down, if this does not resolve it
experiment with the height of your support making it lower until you find comfort and ease.
To come out slide the feet along the floor one by one to bend the knees, roll over to your side and
carefully sit up trying to bring the head up last.
Why:
Opening the chest relieves depression, physical and mental fatigue.
Savasana is a pause, allowing us the chance to experience deliberate rest for body and mind.
Time to release thoughts of the past or the future and rest simply in the now.
***********************************
Supta Baddha Konasana: The goddess of all poses. Try to give yourself ten minutes or more in
this pose.
How:
Place the bolster directly behind you, in contact with
your tailbone, ensure it is in a straight line, so your
spine is centred as you lay over it. Have one or two
blankets or towels folded at the other end to support
your head and neck, your forehead should be slightly
higher than your chin. If you have an eyebag or soft
cloth place it over your eyes.

Bend the knees and bring the feet close to the body, let the knees release out to the sides. Be
sure to place blocks, blankets/towels or cushions under your outer thighs to support the weight of
your legs. You can also take support under your forearms if needed - just make sure the knees
and/or arms are even and level. Relax your arms on the floor, allow the palms to face up to the
ceiling and be soft.
If you feel any strain on the back first lift the buttocks gently from the floor then place them back
down, if this does not resolve it experiment with the height of your support making it lower until
you find comfort and ease. You may also need to increase the height of the support behind your
head.
Observe the breath, try not to deliberately control it, just observe as you settle into the pose, over
time you will natural find smooth, steady, even breaths.
To come out bring your legs back together, roll over to your side and carefully sit up trying to bring
the head up last.
Why:
Chest, abdomen and pelvis are opened, being supported under the arms and legs brings
nourishment and the whole body can relax completely. The abdomen, uterus and ovaries are
freed of constriction and tension allowing hormone function to balance. Mood swings,
depression, high blood pressure and headaches can all be relieved with the practice of this pose.
*************************************
Supported Childs Pose: A retreat. Stay for as long as you wish.
How:
Sit with your big toes together and your heels
apart, if your buttocks reach you heels be sure
to keep them grounded there, or place as
many blankets as you need between your
buttocks and your heels.
Place the bolster in front of you then come
forward until your torso and head are
completely supported. Turn the head to one
side and allow yourself to feel the nourishment
of the pose. Let yourself completely melt and
reshape over the bolster, see if you can let the
sensation of support in al the way. remember to turn your head the other way half way through for
balance.
Why:
Think of it as a mini duvet day. Pause and turn away from all the demands of life, take comfort
and rest to calm the emotions, the nerves and your muscles of your back.
***********************************
Supported Bridge Pose: Crossing the bridge: Try to give yourself up to ten minutes in this pose.

How:
Place a bolster lengthways behind you then sit up
on one end with your feet flat on the floor. Support
yourself with your arms as you carefully lay back

down over the bolster making sure your are well balanced and along its length. Slide yourself like
treacle of the back of the bolster until your head and shoulders reach the floor. Place your feet up
on a support of equal height to the bolster.
If you feel uncomfortable, that there is too much strain in the lumbar spine, first try lengthening
your from hip bones toward your head to soften the diaphragm and front ribs down, if this does
not help simply take a lower bolster or rolled blanket, or place a blanket support under your
shoulders and head. Let the back of the neck be long (support the head if it is thrown back) and
the throat soft. Relax the arms out to the side. If legs are straight keep your toes pointing up to the
ceiling, or bend your knees and keep your feet flat on the floor. Stay here and allow the breath to
settle.
To come out carefully roll to one side then slowly, with the support of your arms, sit back up
Why:
A supported opening of the chest and heart this pose is restful for the heart and may help balance
blood pressure and hormonal imbalance. Its eﬀects on the brain and nervous system are
extremely calming, it will also help alleviate headaches, lethargy and depression.
********************************
Legs up the wall pose: For Rejuvenation. Try to give yourself ten minutes or more in this pose.

How:
Have a few firm blankets placed a couple of
inches away from the wall. Sit sideways with
your right hip and side touching the wall.
with the blankets under your bottom swivel
around and place your legs up the wall. Your
bottom will stay as close to the wall as your
leg flexibility allows. Let the blankets support
your bottom, lower back and lower ribs; your
head and shoulders are on the floor. If you
are just beginning a practice you may be
more comfortable keeping your legs bent or
resting your legs up on a chair instead. If you
find it easier you can position yourself with
legs up the wall first, then lift your bottom
and place the blankets underneath you. Play with the height of the support until it feels just right.
make sure the shoulders are drawn down and the chest lifted to take strain oﬀ the lumbar spine,
and place support under the head or shoulders if the neck or throat feel in any way strained.
Observe a relaxed belly in this pose, imagine it is a lake, the front of the pelvis and the lower ribs
are at equal heights like the banks of a lake so the belly can remain soft and fluid. Stay here with
smooth, steady, even breaths.
Why:
You may fall asleep in this pose, trust that if you did the sleep was needed. This pose is incredibly
rejuvenating, especially after long periods of standing and being on your feet. It can help alleviate
swollen feet and varicose veins. This pose is both relaxing and refreshing, it can help remove both
agitation and fatigue. It can take a while to arrange yourself so you are comfortable, but the eﬀort
is worth it.
Note: As this pose is oﬃcially an inversion it is to be avoided if you are menstruating, if you have
heart problems, neck problems, eye pressure, retinal problems or hiatal hernia it would be wise to
consult a doctor before doing this pose.
*****************************

Deep Relaxation Pose: Surrender: Stay as long as you need.

How:
Lay on the floor somewhere warm and
comfortable where you will not be disturbed,
try to lay the body down with care and
attention and as much symmetry at possible.
Support your head and neck with a blanket if
you need, your forehead should be slightly
higher than your chin. If you have an eyebag
or soft cloth place it over your eyes. Place a
bolster under your knees, stay as long as you
need to let the body assimilate your practice.
To come out bend the knees one by one, then
roll over to your right hand side, stay there a while using your hand to support the head if it is
more comfortable. Roll over and use the hands to bring you back to

